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Comprised as follows:
Luigi Miraglia

Presiding Judge

Sergio Bernardi

Judge

Elena Raganelli

Reporting Judge

gathered in the Judges’ Chambers, issued the following

RULING

In the civil lawsuit recorded under No. 3700 of the general register of legal disputes for the year 2003,
submitted for deliberation to the collegial hearing of January 19 [crossed out: 20], 2005, and pending

BETWEEN

MANFREDI LEFEBVRE D’OVIDIO
With elected domicile in Rome, Via XX settembre no. 3, at the office of attorney-at-law Antonio
Rappazzo, who represents and defends him by means of power of attorney attached to the appeal together
with attorney-at-law Giuseppe Rappazzo,

APPELLANT

AND

██████████
CERINA FABRIZIO

With elected domicile in Rome, Via Lima no. 15, at the office of attorney-at-law Maurizio Mariano, who
represents and defends him by means of special power of attorney of June 12, 2003 with signature
authenticated by Claudio Codoni, Esq., an attorney-at-law in Lugano, and with apostille no. 7141 affixed
thereto on June 17, 2003,

AND

ATTEL & CIE S.A., in liquidation, in the person of the liquidators
With elected domicile in Rome, Via Lima no. 15, at the office of attorney-at-law Gian Guido Porcacchia,
who represents and defends the same by means of special power of attorney of February 23, 1995
authenticated by the signature of attorney-at-law Michela Hohl, an attorney-at-law in Lugano, with
apostille no. 69771 affixed thereto on the same date,

APPELLEES

RE.: appeal against ruling of the Court of Rome of 9/11/2002, no. 34461/02

CONCLUSIONS

During the hearing for the statement of the determination of October 9, 2003, the parties’ lawyers
concluded as follows: For the appellant: “to accept all the grounds for the appeal… to totally reform the
challenged ruling: 1- to admit testimonial evidence, as already requested in the first instance judgment, both

███
in the phase of statement of the first instance determination, and in the appeal; 2- to declare that Fabrizio
Cerina and Attel & Cie. S.A., in liquidation, must, having undertaken to do so, purchase from Manfredi
██▌

Lefebvre D’Ovidio, UNIPAR shares or other shares in the possession of Lefebvre, as indicated by the same
or by ███████
Sergio Dell’Acqua, either Italian or foreign, whether or not quoted, up to the value of £2 billion; 3to condemn Attel & Cie S.A. to return to Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio the sum of £1,341,650,043 (now
692,904.42 euros) withdrawn from fiduciary account no. 500.903 Picos, with interest; 4- to reject Attel’s
counterclaim, revoking, where necessary, the injunction ex art. 186 ter c.c.p., ruling that the endorsement is
extinguished and, in any event, it is not effective where the creditor alleges and invokes the endorsed
promissory notes as mere acknowledgment of a debt ex art. 1988 c.c. and that, as a subordinate hypotheses,
is extinguished due to the statute of limitations relative to the obligation arising from the endorsement.
And, in any event, the endorsement is null and void for the purpose of accessing promissory notes activated
without observing the documentary tax law, or for the purpose of accessing promissory notes issued blank.
5- as a subordinate hypothesis, in the event that the condemnation counterclaim is deemed acceptable and

Lefebvre’s claim for the restitution of the sums withdrawn from the Picos account by Attel not acceptable,
to decree that Attel’s credit reaches £3,083,023,350 as of 6/30/1993, provided that Attel demonstrates
having accrued, as of that date, interest in the amount of £661,853.537 on the initial debt of Eurobelge for
£3,800,000,000. Including the expensens for both instances of the judgment. In a subordinate fashion, with
respect to the request for the admission of testimonial evidence, as stated in the appeal, it is hereby
requested to admit the decisory oath that Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio, in the forms set forth by law and by
means of the lawyer with special power of attorney, Giuseppe Rappazzo, Esq…. has deferred to the hearing
of 7/3/2003, and herein reiterates… With regard to the following respective set of articles: to Fabrizio
███

Cerina: “I swear and by swearing I declare (or deny) that in Milan, Attel & Cie S.A., represented by me as
███

president and by ███████
Sergio Dell’Acqua as chief executive officer, and myself personally, have subscribed with
Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio a contract having as an object the purchase, up to the value of £2 billion, of
corporate shares, either Italian or foreign, whether or not quoted, property or in the possession of Manfredi
Lefebvre D’Ovidio, as indicated by the same, or by the Chief Executive Officer of Attel & Cie., Sergio
███

Dell’Acqua. I swear and by swearing I declare (or deny) that on 9/7/1990 I received from the chief
█████

executive officer of Attel & Cie., Sergio
Dell’Acqua, on letterhead of Attel & Cie., the proposal for the
███████
acquisition of SBH shares in the amount equivalent to £2 billion, in the possession of Manfredi Lefebvre
D’Ovidio.” To the legal representative of Attel & Cie.: “I swear and by swearing I state (or deny) that
among the company’s records there is the communication of 9/7/1990, sent by the C.E.O. Sergio
███

Dall’Acqua
to Attel’s president, ██████
Fabrizio Cerina, on Attel & Cie S.A. letterhead, which contains the
█████
proposal to acquire a share equivalent to £2 billion of the company SBH , a company that owns
approximately 7% of BBL Bruxelles, undertaking as Attel group the relative obligations as per the trade
union agreement.”

As to ███
Cerina: “… does not accept the cross-examination with regard to the determination of the appellant in
that the same are different or new with respect to the appeal. To reject the appeal filed by Manfredi
Lefebvre D’Ovidio… declaring the nullity of the summons served on 10/14/94, due to violation of art. 163,
nos. 3 and 4, otherwise confirming the challenged ruling, with award of legal costs and fees.”
As to Attel & Cie S.A.: “… declares not to accept the cross-examination with regard to possible new
questions… rejects the appeal filed by Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio against the ruling…, entirely
confirming the same, with award of costs and fees also in the present judgment.”

CARRYING OUT OF THE PROCEEDING

By means of notice of summons served on October 29, 1994, Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio
██████
appeared in the judgment before the Court of Rome, Fabrizio
Cerina and Attel & Cie S.A. in the person of

the legal representative, in order to hear them state that they are bound to purchase from the plaintiff, up to
the amount of £2,000,000,000, corporate shares owned by the same and valued as of the date of the
agreement (1990), after prior delivery of such shares, and to hear Attel condemned to pay the sums illegally

withheld from Picos, thus defaulting on its obligations as depository. The plaintiff alleged that Attel,
although requested to do so, had not fulfilled the obligation assumed on the occasion of the agreements
relative to the increase in Attel’s capital, subscribed by financiers Franzoni
Gabrielli introduced by
████ and ████
him, and had also unduly withheld the sum of £1,378,750,000 paid by the company Picos for claimed debts
of the same plaintiff and for lack of funds of the company Eurobelge, and for which now Picos claimed the
restitution.
Mr. ███
Cerina constituted himself as a party thereto, taking exception for his own defect of passive
legitimation, alleging the nullity of the claim to the absolute undeterminate nature thereof, asking the
rejection thereof for reasons of merit and the condemnation of the plaintiff for frivolous suit.
The defendant, Attel & Cie S.A., also constituted itself as a party thereto, alleging that Manfredi
Lefebvre D’Ovidio has provided a guaranty, on behalf of Attel, for the obligations of Eurobelge S.A., and
the latter had received from Attel the sum of £2,400,000,000 on May 12, 1992 and £1,400,000,000 on
6/26/1992, as it showed from the relative notarial attestantions that as a guaranty of the aforementioned
advance payments Eurobelge had issued two promissory notes, respectively on 5/12/1992 in the amount of
£3,000,000,000, and on 6/26/1992 in the amount of £2,000,000,000, both subscribed by Manfredi Lefebvre
D’Ovidio, and guaranteed by the same through endorsement, that such securities were protested on
4/27/1993 and Eurobelge was declared bankrupt in Luxembourg on 11/24/1993; also adding that with
separate notarial acts Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio, Eurobelge S.A. and Picos Ltd. (of which Manfredi
Lefebvre D’Ovidio would be the actual owner) had constituted in favor of Attel, as a guaranty for each
claim thereof, also future ones, a corresponding number of liens on all the credit instruments, securities,
monies, etc., existing on its own account at Attel & Cie S.A., and alleging having legitimately taken from
the Picos account the sums of which Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio claimed the restitution. The same filed
then a counterclaim for the payment of the sum of £5,000,000,000, as a promissory note creditor of
Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio, as well as for the payment of damages which were indicated in the amount of
£3,000,000,000, and took exception for the nullity of the summons for the indeterminate nature thereof and
requested in any event the rejection of the plaintiff’s claims.
By means of injunction ex art. 186 ter c.c.p., the trial judge ordered Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio
to pay the sum of £5,000,000,000, plus interest and court costs to Attel & Cie S.A.
Having stated the conclusions, by ruling of September 11, 2002, the Court rejected all the
plaintiff’s claims and, accepting the counterclaim of Attel & Cie S.A., condemned Manfredi Lefebvre
D’Ovidio to the payment of the sum of Euros 2,582,284.50, plus interest and costs, in favor of the
aforementioned defendant.
With notice of summons served on April 11, 2003 to Attel & Cie S.A. and on April 14, 2003 to
Fabrizio
Cerina, Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio filed an appeal against the ruling for the reasons indicated
███████
hereinbelow.
The appellees constituted themselves as parties thereto, requesting the rejection of the appeal and,
with ruling of June 26, 2003, the Court of Appeals ordered the suspension of the execution of the

challenged ruling. The parties having stated the conclusions, also relative to the trial, as transcribed in the
epigraph, the cause was withheld for decision.

GROUNDS FOR THE DECISION

In the first reason for the appeal Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio complains that the lack of admission
of the testimonial evidence has caused the rejection of the claim for defect of evidence, proposing again the
claim for trial and, in a subordinate fashion, deferring the decisory oath to the defendants.
It is therefore necessary to examine on a preliminary basis the admissibility of the aforementioned
means of evidence. In the opinion of this Court, the testimonial evidence requested by the plaintiff
regarding on sole situation is found inadmissible, which was also formulated differently in the course of the
judgment. Indeed, if in the first instance judgment the claim generically proposed is specified for the first
time with the set of articles of the evidence chapter, according to which, ███
Cerina, either personally and as
Attel’s legal representative, would be bound to purchase from Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio, with maturity
date December 1, 1990, two billion liras in UNIPAR shares, or shares of other companies owned by
Lefebvre or indicated by the latter; the same documentation that has been filed with the appeal appears in
obvious contrast with such indication, since Attel’s internal memorandum dated 9/7/1990, sent to the chief
executive officer Sergio
dell’Acqua to president ███
Cerina, contains the proposal to the same for the purchase
████████
of a quota of two billion liras in SBH shares (indicated as the company that owns approximately 7% of
███Dell’Acqua,
█████ sole witness
BBL of Bruxelles), while the peculiar “statement” of 3/20/2003 by Sergio

indicated by the plaintiff, only mentions two billion shares of Italian or foreign companies, whether or not
quoted, owned or in the possession of Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio or, in any event, indicated by the writer
to whom the power had been conferred,” without other details.
The indeterminate nature of the evidence item stated by the plaintiff appears therefore obvious,
and also contradictory, in addition to generic, if considering the chapter in its entirety, which does not
indicate in what capacity Attel or ███
Cerina personally would have had to purchase such a considerable
number of shares from Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio, without any prior indication of the identity of the
same or the manner of identification. Only for the sake of completeness, it must be pointed out that art.
2721 c.c., which is still in effect, sets forth the prohibition to try by testimony contracts with a value higher
than five thousand liras, it being obvious that a contract of such considerable value is certainly covered by
the prohibition, and thus it seems very unlikely that the same has been entered into without any instrument
by and between the parties, albeit at the level of notes o simple draft, also taking into account the multiple
written statements, complete with notarial attestations, concerning the most diversified transactions carried
out by the same parties (lien, company ownership, issuing of promissory notes, etc.)
It is also obvious that █████
Dell’Acqua is now unable to give testimony; he is the only witness indicated
and he has issued on March 20, 2003, subsequent to the first instance ruling, which had already found the
evidence inadmissible, a “pre-packaged” written statement upon the request of the appellant, who has

produced it in the judgment with the appeal. For lack of prompt indication of witnesses able to give
testimony, the evidence would be inadmissible anyway.
In the same way, the decisory oath deferred in a subordinate fashion by Manfredy Lefebvre
D’Ovidio to the appellees cannot be admissible, which oath regards the same facts that are the object of the
request for testimonial evidence as well as another situation. At this point, it is useful to point out that the
decisory oath must be deferred with regard to clear and precise chapters, and the formulation thereof, which
must concern facts that are suitable to resolve, entirely or in part, the controversy, must be designed so that
the recipient may, at his/her discretion, take an oath and win the suit or not to take an oath and lose it;
therefore, an oath formulated in a way that allows the implementation of such mechanism is inadmissible,
whereas the absence of the oath cannot be considered as an acknowledgment of the soundness of the claim
by the opposing party and therefore cannot be used as grounds for a sentence of condemnation (see Cass.
no. 6323/83, no. 5955/79, etc.).
It appears entirely obvious that the formulation of the oath deferred by the appellant to ███
Cerina and
to the appelled company does not have the characteristics and therefore does not have a decisory nature: the
first one of the chapters formulated only reproduces, in actuality, the first claim proposed by plaintiff
Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio and is clearly inadmissible since the oath-taker cannot , without changing the
content and the substance of the oath formula, modify the formula from affirmative to negative ( see Cass.
no. 3096/89, Cass. 3875/55). It must then be pointed out that, in any event, the oath formula appears
generic and indeterminate, since not only does it not identify in any way the object of the present contract,
constituted by “corporate shares, either Italian or foreign, whether or not quoted, owned or in the
possession of Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio,” but it does not identify with clarity the means of
determination of the object itself, delivered indifferently to the seller or the buyer “indicated by the same or
by the chief executive officer of Attel & Cie, Sergio
Dell’Acqua” instead of a third party, and it is in
████████
contradiction with the circumstances indicated in the subsequent chapter that seem to finally identify the
shares to by bought as the SBH ones, and with the facts that are the object of the testimonial evidence
requested, in which, after the absolute initial indeterminateness, the shares to be bought are initially
identified as the UNIPAR ones, and only in the course of the appeal proceeding as the SBH ones. Likewise,
the oath regarding the second chapter, deferred to ███
Cerina, is inadmissible, as well as the oath regarding the
same situation, deferred to the defendant, Attel & Ci; the existence of the document (containing the
proposal made by █████
Dell’Acqua to ███
Cerina to buy SBH shares in the amount of two billion liras) produced
with the appeal, apparently dated 9/7/1990, but without a certain date, is a very marginal aspect, so as to
constitute rather a clue to be evaluated together with other evidence elements, but certainly not suitable in
itself to solve the controversy.
It must be then confirmed, in this respect, the decision of the first judge who has rejected the claim
because the same is devoid of any probationary evidence. It appears indeed strange that the plaintiff has not
offered any evidence with regard to the causa petendi (limiting himself to allege, by way of reference, that
he introduced to Attel, in a liquidity crisis, two financiers, Gabrielli
and Franzoni, who would have
█████████

subscribed the capital increase), nor with regard to the contacts or negotiations that would have led the
parties to conclude the aforementioned agreement by which Attel and ███
Cerina would have undertaken to buy
from Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio unspecified shares for a total amount fo two billion liras.
The appellant also laments the withholding on the part of Attel of the sum of £1,378,750,000 from
Picos fiduciary account no. 500.903, requesting the restitution thereof, and also claims, in a subordinate
fashion, the lack of compensation through the credit that Attel had with him, which, due to such operation,
would have decreased from £5,000,000,000 to £3,083,023,350. Lefebvre claims that he is the actual owner
of the fiduciary Picos, and also of all the assets and securities held by the same, which situation seems to be
acknowledged by Attel, which has anyway withheld the aforesaid sums following the lack of
reimbursement of the advance payments made by the same in favor of Eurobelge, and guaranteed by
Lefebvre, either as execution of the lien, constituted in his favor by Picos with instrument of April 26,
1990, or as in any event it deemed that it involved sums to which Lefebvre was entitled, the latter
qualifying himself as the “beneficiary” of the account held by Picos.
Aside from the obvious contradictions incurred by Lefebvre, who, on the one hand, claims the
restitution of the sum that he alleges as being his own, and then as a compensation for having been
requested from him in restitution from the holder, Picos, and on the other hand, although in a subordinate
fashion, laments the lack of compensation of such amount by means of the sum claimed by Attel by virtue
of the promissory notes in his possession, this Court deems that, also with regard to this point, the first
instance decision must be definitely confirmed. It must indeed be declared that the only subject to be
entitled to demand the restitution of the amount withheld by Attel is in reality Picos Ltd., which remains a
legal entity different from Lefebvre, entirely foreign to the present judgment, it not being possible to
attribute any relevance, in this forum, to the alleged capacity of fiduciary of the appellant. In this respect,
the documentation produced by the now appellant in the first instance file appears significant, and the same
seems to indicate that the Picos Ltd. Account had Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio and ██████
Giorgio Scelsi as cosignors, although Lefebvre was the “mandatary,” whereas subsequently, on 3/31/1993, Picos Ltd, informed
Attel & Cie that it had revoked the signature of Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio.
Lefebvre’s active legitimation with regard to such claim must consequently be excluded. For the
same reason, in this forum, the compensation can be made between Attel’s credit vis-à-vis Lefebvre and the
alleged credit vis-à-vis the same Attel on the part of a third party, such as Picos, the requisite of the identity
fo the subjects of the reciprocal credits and debits missing (art. 1241 c.c.), and Picos Ltd. being at the most
the only subject to be able to legitimately claim it.
Lastly, Lefebvre laments the acceptance of Attel’s counterclaim for the payment of the sum of
£5,000,000,000 embodied in the promissory notes endorsed by the same, alleging that the promissory notes
issued in Switzerland should not have the value of a document valid to commence an execution process and
the statute of limitations would in any event have run out, and the endorsement carried out would
consequently be ineffective, because the endorsement can only involve documentary obligations, while, in
this case, the ruling would have considered the promissory notes as promises of payment ex art. 1988 c.c.,

thus leaving aside the relationship established by the promissory note; in a subordinate fashion, as to the
issue of non-acceptance of such reason, he alleged that the condemnation could be issued only of the lesser
amount of £3,083,023,350, it being the case of promissory instruments issued in the amount of
£5,000,000,000 as a guaranty of the Eurobelge debt, that the same Attel, with letter of 8/4/1993, on file,
acknowledged as reduced to such amount following the withdrawal made by the same from the Picos
account and from another Colosseum account.
This argument also appears devoid of any grounds.
Contrary to what stated by the appellant, the ruling of the first judge lacks any reference to the
relationship underlying the promissory notes activated by Attel and, in particular, art. 1988 c.c., it not being
possible to understand the generic expression contained in page 7 of the challenged ruling: “Attel, vis-à-vis
the proven insolvency of the main debtor, Eurobelge, has requested the acknowlegment of its own credit,
embodied in the two promissory notes vis-à-vis the guarantor Lefebvre.”
The action proposed by Attel as a counterclaim should then be qualified as the promissory note
action exercised by the bearer of the titles vis-à-vis the endorser, Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio, by virtue of
the two promissory notes in the amount of £2,000,000,000 and £3,000,000,000, subscribed by the same
Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio on behalf of Eurobelge, and endorsed personally by the same. What must be
disregarded is, in the first place, the statute of limitations, since, pursuant to art. 94 R.D. of December 14,
1933, no. 1669, for the direct promissory note action (vis-à-vis the issuer and every endorser thereof) the
statute of limitations runs out after three years, which term had not expired at the time of the deposit of the
Attel’s file, with the appearance of constitution as party thereto, containing the counterclaim proposed in
the first instance judgment, in the hearing of 3/2/1995, whether the same term is reckoned from the date
affixed on the title (April 16, 1993), from the date of the protest (April 27, 1993), or else from that of the
issuing transaction dating back to May 12 and June 26, 1992. With regard to the reference to art. 104 of the
law on promissory notes, since the titles at hand are foreign ones, already protested, and not enforced as
documents valid to commence an execution process, it must be deemed that the same could still be
corrected “within the timeframe prescribed by law,” according to the wording used by said rule, which, in
the opinion of the interpreters would refer exactly to the promissory notes issued abroad and traded in Italy.
Since, then, the obligation of the endorser is a promissory note, it is deemed that the same cannot
raise the exceptions relative to the underlying relationship, to which the main debtor is entitled, the latter
being, in this case, Eurobelge, now bankrupt. Also for this reason, Lefebvre cannot, in this forum, claim the
compensation of his debt by means of the sums that Attel had withdrawn from the Picos Ltd. account, nor
can he contest the legitimacy of the execution of the lien on the part of the same creditor.
Court costs will be assessed to the losing party and will be paid according to the provisions of the
ruling.

NOW, THEREFORE

The Court of Appeals of Rome, definitely pronouncing itself, with regard to the appeal filed
against ruling no. 34461/02 of the Court of Rome of 9/11/2002 by Manfredi Lefebvre D’Ovidio, with act
notified on April 11, 2003 to Attel & Cie S.A., and on April 14, 2003 to Fabrizio
Cerina, disregarding
██████
every different instance, thus provides:
-

rejects the appeal;

-

condemns the appellant to the payment of the court costs for the present instance, assessing them at
14,150.00 Euros in total, of which 12,500.00 Euros for professional fees and 1,650.00 Euros for taxes,
in favor of each one of the appellees.

Thus it was decided in Rome, in the Judges Chambers on February 2, 2005

The Reporting Judge

The President

/s/ Elena Raganelli

/s/ [illegible]

Filed with the Clerk’s Office
[Seal] Rome, Mar. 17, 2005
/s/ [illegible]
THE OFFICIAL OF THE CLERK’S OFFICE
(Raffaella Micucci)
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